
Farewell

Toxic Smile

I feel so strange in this world
everything is just too loud

hear me see me
like a ghost in a crowd
permanent observation

constant harassment
what do you want from me?

and there is nothing left
hear me see me leave me to be

let me break my illusion
these chains in me

living life in confusion
close my eyes to see

life can be such a wonder
listen to the sound
secrets in silence

everywhere 

when I listen to the world and close my eyes
I see reality

my own projections will disappear

people see pictures copies of pictures in their mind
but what you see is only projection

troubles & wishes, problems & swishes, needs & fears
what your eyes see are just points & stripes

when listen to the people and close my eyes
I feel reality

eavesdrop strongly & feel their souls
when i listen to the world and close my eyes

I see reality
my own projections will disappear at once

you can not see me (eavesdrop)but you can hear me (eavesdrop)
you have to listen carefully (eavesdrop) and you must shut your mouth to feel me

when I listen to the world and close my eyes
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I see reality
my own projections will disappear

when I listen to the people and close my eyes
I feel reality

eavesdrop hardly & feel their souls

buy me, try me, you can rent me
and I can guarantee

thats the chance of your lifetime 
cause this will set you free

come on taste me, feel the power
all you want to be

get your free account
get your perfect life
get the newest car
get the hottest wife

of course we accept credit cards
you know it's not about the money 

we just want you to be happy
we gonna take care of erverything you can have it all

I feel so strange in this world
everything is just too loud

hear me see me
like a ghost in a crowd

where is the sense in this please?
this is not my way

hear me see me
leave me alone to be
here for you and me

I can't stand it
all these selfish lies
they make me mad

can I find a way to get this
down release this pain

everything inside my head strives to cry out for help
maybe there is something more to see when I feel blind

you can't see reality
but you are a part of it

I decide to close my eyes forever now
now I live within all things

and not just before them



I can feel existence now in me

when I listen to the world and close my eyes
I see reality

my own illusions will disappear

If you see those images
all are pictures of the world
you can cut it from yourself

and run it down
now see the difference
everything a part of me

have to listen carefully and feel

when I listen to the world and close my eyes
I see reality

my own projections will disappear
when I listen to the people and close my eyes

I feel reality
eavesdrop strongly & feel their souls

let me break my illusion
these chains in me

living life in confusion
what is real

nothing is left inside me
open and free

light in my heart will guide me
close my eyes to see
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